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Abstract: In this study we present a new ecosystem for urban planning which highly depended on a variety of basic information. From information ecology view, the urban planning process could be seen as an ecological chain with the conversion of “survey – analysis – planning – implementation”. Over decades’ urban researchers usually focus on the conversion of “planning” and “implementation”, while less effort has been made in the “survey” and “analysis” part. Most of works only collect limited data from which little information can be obtained describing human activity. In order to improve the information ecosystem for urban planning, we first introduces “Street Vibrancy Assessment based on Video Data” into urban planning, focusing on the understanding of human activity. Compared with other data, video data is relevant more accurate and more reliable at micro-scale. Based on video data, an urban planning case is designed and discussed. In such case, the human mobility and activity parameters based on video data are analyzed and fed into a specific calculation model to get the external representation of street vibrancy. The correlation between the external representation and the constituent elements of the street vibrancy are exploited afterward for the assessment. Finally the assessment results can be used to guide the “planning” and “implementation” of the urban planning ecosystem.
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1. Introduction

Urban planning is a subject which is highly relying on basic information. The main typical urban planning process consists of Survey, Analysis, Planning and Implementation. Over decades’ urban researchers usually focus on the process of “Planning” and “Implementation”, while less effort has been made in the “Survey” and “Analysis” part. In the meantime, most of the work only deal with one of the processes with other ones unconcerned. How to deal with the urban planning task as a whole and achieve global optimization is crucial for modern urban planning. Information ecology is the study of interrelations among episodes of information conversion and their environment for better performance. Information ecology has been widely applied in the field of E-Commerce and Education to achieve global optimization, but has not yet been adopted in the field of urban planning. It is of great significance to examine the information unbalance in urban planning from the perspective of information ecology, which is helpful to the extensive collection and efficient use of information, and to accomplish more scientific, rigorous and effective planning.
This work will adopt the ecological methodology to guide the research on urban planning. Specifically, the Information Eco-System of planning will be modeled and analyzed, and the special attention will be paid to the information unbalance problem of urban planning. Finally, a solution will be given with additional discussion.

1. The problem of Urban Planning Information Eco-system

1.1. Information Eco-system Model of Urban Planning

The whole urban planning process as an ecological system is referred to the conversion of "survey – analysis – planning – implementation" (figure 1). In the beginning the information of objects in urban (e.g. residents, roads, streets, lands et al.) are collected by surveying and investigating. Then selected information are analyzed to form urban knowledge. With the support of the urban knowledge, researchers and managers could make a proper planning. The planning strategy would guide the urban construction and management, which is called planning implementation. Finally, the planning would affect the objects in urban. More walkable streets, more convenient instruction, more efficient transportation would make better urban life. Unfortunately, there is some important parts are missing in urban planning system. Consequently, the lack of information collection break the balance of the whole urban planning ecological chain and make the planning less successful.

![Figure 1. Information Eco-system Model of Urban Planning](image)

1.2. Unbalance of the ecological chain — Lack of human information

The basic information of cities can be divided to two types — unhuman information and human information. The former contains road, land, infrastructure, et al., those are changed relatively slowly. The latter is mainly focused on the activity and mobility of residents, those are changed very rapidly and it is hard to track, measure and acquire. By the meantime, nowadays it is generally acknowledged that "human" has become the core of modern urban planning, instead of land or other entity objects. Modern urban projects which focused on residents’ quality of life need more human information than ever.

Urban researchers have had to gain limited human information for decades because of limited sources, the disadvantaged technology and method. For example, the Chinese censes of the whole nation was taken every ten years. Many planning relied on data that cannot precisely reflect the present situation. The outdated and inaccurate data make the planning quantitative analysis unscientific and improper.

1.3. Solution

For urban eco-system, optimizing information collection method is the key to achieve system balance. Using multisource data to analyze and measure human activity is one of the most important way. Over past few years more and more urban researchers have started to use many kinds of big/open data to make more efficient quantitative analysis on the urban project. Long et al. use mobile phone signal data to measure the population density at the street level. The same author applied smart card data and taxi traces to measure human mobility and activity. These big/open data-based urban studies have proposed new methods and significantly improved the urban planning quantitative analysis.
However, those data still cannot provide enough information to support quantitative analysis in micro scale. For example, the result of street population distribution via mobile phone data can’t reflect the ground truth (figure 2). Firstly it allocates all the people in a certain area into each street, which means people in the land are counted as ones on the streets but in fact they are not on the streets. Secondly it omit the group of people without mobile phone. Usually they could be kids under 10 and part of the aged. In micro scale, those deviations may lead to a bad or wrong conclusion.

2. Towards Information Ecosystem for Urban Planning —— The Application of Video Data

2.1. A proposed scheme —— Street Vibrancy Assessment based on Video Data

Street Vibrancy is a typical urban planning element. It is an important topic which can measure the urban living quality. In street vibrancy quantitative research, in order to collect human mobility and activity information, some studies use field survey data and others use mobile phone data.

Video data on the other hand, has many advantages (figure. 3). Firstly, compared with the conventional data it can get continuous record for much longer time. Secondly, it directly records the ground truth instead of using indirect data to speculate, avoiding braised results. Thirdly, it can provide more accurate details about the survey target especially in micro scale. The multi-dimensional data could get a better description about human activity and mobility.

Here we propose a scheme called “Street Vibrancy Assessment based on Video Data” (figure. 4). It has three steps.
Step 1: The whole research is set around a residential zone which contains numbers of streets. Firstly at least one camera are put on each street. The video should record the whole situation of the street cross-section for at least one week. The video data is analyzed by intelligent video analyze technology to get the different kinds of information, such as pedestrian flow and activity and emotion, e.g. Chosen information are put into a calculation formula to calculate a value to stand for street vibrancy. The higher the value, the better the street vibrancy.

Step 2: First of all, the street vibrancy value can be used to monitor the street. If compared with other similar ones the value is very low, or the value suddenly changes and the change is very unusual, it will give an automatic warning to remind the urban manager that maybe some streets need optimized.

On the other hand, each street has different constituent elements such as street cross-section type, sidewalk width, land use function, vehicle traffic situation et al. With the results above, the correlation could be found between the value and the constituent elements by regression analyze. The correlation will help the urban researcher to find out the main optimizing problems, to determine which one should be focused on, the cross-section or the function diversity or something else. Then, based on the basic information analyzing, strategies could be proposed after comprehensive analyzing.

Step 3: After the planning and the implementation has been done, the street vibrancy value should become better. Put the former value and the present value together, the implementation effectiveness of the street optimization could be charged.

2.2. Implementation detail and discussion

There are many kind of video analyzing technologies to achieve different kind of pedestrian appearance. In our proposed model, we define the street vibrancy $Y$ as follows:

$$Y = a_1x_1 + a_2x_2 + \cdots + a_nx_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $x_i$ stands for pedestrian appearance, $a_i$ is a parameter which indicates the pedestrian appearance influent the vibrancy. The values of parameters could be proposed by experience, then determined by analytic hierarchy process.

It should be noticed that there is not always positive correlation between pedestrian appearance and the street vibrancy value. For example, the pedestrian flow indicates the account of people on the street, it is not “the more, the better.”. If somewhere are very crowded, like one pushing another, very hard to move, then it is obviously that the whole street is not a public space full of vibrancy, which means on this situation the street vibrancy value of this street is low while the pedestrian flow is high.
All relative constituent elements should be considered as street vibrancy impact factors. Here we list some, sidewalk cross-section type, commercial type (land use function), function density, function diversity, sidewalk width, sidewalk length, vehicle traffic situation. For example, (1) According to different function parades, streets could be classified into 4 or more types: A-buildings (walls)-sidewalk-roadway, B-buildings (door open)-sidewalk-roadway, C-walls-sidewalk-roadway, D-walls-green bell-sidewalk-roadway…. (2) The commercial type of the stores right along the streets is also important, because a grocery, a fruit store, or a restaurant is totally different from a carwash.

Further analysis could be like below:

Similar streets should have similar vibrancy value on the time axis. If put all the streets vibrancy curve of one day together, find the unusual one/ones. Urban researcher could be reminded to find out the reason which makes the difference.

Compared two residential zones. Find out the difference by street vibrancy.

The results above can support many further research to guide the planning of enhancing street spatial quality, especially in micro scale, such as street walkability, quality of walking activity, street built environment.
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